Proposal for Support to Two Girls from Night Shelter:

**Period:** (April 2015-March 2016)
**Amount:** 42360 INR

Email received from Project Partner (Ms Mina Das, Nishtha) on 15th March, 2015:

Warm Greetings from Nishtha!

As you know that with the support so kindly provided by Asha for Education we are providing scholarship of two girls for their Nursing training (Ashar Alo). One girl is in second year while another is in first year. One of them will require support for another 3 years while the other one will be requiring support for another two year. The scholarship amount provided to them totals to Rs. 3530 per month.

This is a gentle reminder that you are still supporting these two girls because during the training period they will not be on a pay roll and hence they are in need of such support. Mother of one girl died recently and the mother of the other girl is not so capable of extending any financial help. We also keep this in mind that their co-trainees should never feel that these girls came from very poor families and their mothers are sex workers. They need to dress other things properly like other trainees. For one more year this support to the tune of Rs 3530 per month we need total fund of **Rs, 42,360**.

In this regard, I would like to request that if you can continue the support offered to them then they can be able to stand on their own feet and will be able to lead a dignified life.

Looking forward for your continued guidance and support as we have received in past.